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The enhancement of Gilbert damping observed for Ni80Fe20 (Py) films in contact with the nonmagnetic
metals Cu, Pd, Ta, and Pt is quantitatively reproduced using first-principles scattering calculations. The
“spin-pumping” theory that qualitatively explains its dependence on the Py thickness is generalized to
include a number of extra factors known to be important for spin transport through interfaces. Determining
the parameters in this theory from first principles shows that interface spin flipping makes an essential
contribution to the damping enhancement. Without it, a much shorter spin-flip diffusion length for Pt would
be needed than the value we calculate independently.
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Introduction.—Magnetization dissipation, expressed in
terms of the Gilbert damping parameter α, is a key factor
determining the performance of magnetic materials in a
host of applications. Of particular interest for magnetic
memory devices based upon ultrathin magnetic layers [1–3]
is the enhancement of the damping of ferromagnetic (FM)
materials in contact with nonmagnetic (NM) metals [4] that
can pave the way to tailoring α for particular materials and
applications. A “spin pumping” theory has been developed
that describes this interface enhancement in terms of a
transverse spin current generated by the magnetization
dynamics that is pumped into and absorbed by the adjacent
NMmetal [5,6]. Spin pumping subsequently evolved into a
technique to generate pure spin currents that is extensively
applied in spintronics experiments [7–9].
A fundamental limitation of the spin-pumping theory is

that it assumes spin conservation at interfaces. This
limitation does not apply to a scattering theoretical for-
mulation of the Gilbert damping that is based upon energy
conservation, equating the energy lost by the spin system
through damping to that parametrically pumped out of the
scattering region by the precessing spins [10]. In this Letter,
we apply a fully relativistic density functional theory
implementation [11–13] of this scattering formalism to
the Gilbert damping enhancement in those NMjPyjNM
structures studied experimentally in Ref. [4]. Our calcu-
lated values of α as a function of the Py thickness d are
compared to the experimental results in Fig. 1. Without
introducing any adjustable parameters, we quantitatively
reproduce the characteristic 1=d dependence as well as the
dependence of the damping on the NM metal.
To interpret the numerical results, we generalize the spin

pumping theory to allow (i) for interface [14–16] as well as
bulk spin-flip scattering, (ii) the interface mixing conduct-
ance to be modified by spin-orbit coupling, and (iii) the
interface resistance to be spin dependent. An important

consequence of our analysis is that without interface spin-
flip scattering, the value of the spin-flip diffusion length lsf in
Pt required to fit the numerical results is much shorter than a
value we independently calculate for bulk Pt. A similar
conclusion has recently been drawn for CojPt interfaces
from a combination of ferromagnetic resonance, spin pump-
ing, and inverse spin Hall effect measurements [17].
Gilbert damping in NMjPyjNM.—We focus on the

NMjPyjNM sandwiches with NM ¼ Cu, Pd, Ta, and Pt
that were measured in Ref. [4]. The samples were grown on
insulating glass substrates, the NM layer thickness was
fixed at l ¼ 5 nm, and the Py thickness d was variable.
To model these experiments, the conventional NM-
leadjPyjNM-lead two-terminal scattering geometry with
semi-infinite ballistic leads [10–13] has to be modified
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FIG. 1 (color online). Calculated (solid lines) Gilbert damping
of NMjPyjNM (NM ¼ Cu, Pd, Ta, and Pt) compared to exper-
imental measurements (dotted lines) [4] as a function of the Py
thickness d. Inset: sketch of the structure used in the calculations.
The dashed frame denotes one structural unit consisting of a Py
film between two NM films.
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because (i) the experiments were carried out at room
temperature so the 5 nm thick NM metals used in the
samples were diffusive, and (ii) the substratejNMandNMjair
interfaces cannot transmit charge or spin and behave effec-
tively as “mirrors”, whereas in the conventional scattering
theory the NM leads are connected to charge and spin
reservoirs.
We start with the NMðlÞjPyðdÞjNMðlÞ structural unit

indicated by the dashed line in the inset to Fig. 1 that consists
of a Py film, whose thickness d is variable, sandwiched
between l ¼ 5 nm-thick diffusive NM films. Several
NMjPyjNM units are connected in series between semi-
infinite leads to calculate the total magnetization dissipation
of the system [10–13], thereby explicitly assuming a mirror
boundary condition. By varying the number of these units,
the Gilbert damping for a single unit can be extracted [18]
that corresponds to the damping measured for the exper-
imental NMðlÞjPyðdÞjNMðlÞ system.
As shown in Fig. 1, the results are in remarkably good

overall agreement with experiment. For Pt and Pd, where a
strong damping enhancement is observed for thin Py layers,
the values that we calculate are slightly lower than the
measured ones. For Ta and Cu where the enhancement is
weaker, the agreement is better. In the case of Cu, neither the
experimental nor the calculated data show any dependence
on d indicating a vanishingly small damping enhancement.
The offset between the two horizontal lines results from a
difference between the measured and calculated values of the
bulk damping in Py. A careful analysis shows that the
calculated values of α are inversely proportional to the Py
thickness d and approach the calculated bulk damping of Py
α0 ¼ 0.0046 [11] in the limit of large d for all NM metals.
However, extrapolation of the experimental data yields
values of α0 ranging from 0.004 to 0.007 [19]; the spread
can be partly attributed to the calibration of the Py thickness,
especially when it is very thin.
Generalized spin-pumping theory.—In spite of the very

good agreement with experiment, our calculated results
cannot be interpreted satisfactorily using the spin-pumping
theory [5] that describes the damping enhancement in terms
of a spin current pumped through the interface by the
precessing magnetization giving rise to an accumulation of
spins in the diffusive NM metal, and a backflowing spin
current driven by the ensuing spin accumulation. The
pumped spin current, Ipump

s ¼ ðℏ2A=2e2ÞGmixm × _m, is
described using a “mixing conductance” Gmix [20] that is a
property of the NMjFM interface [21,22]. Here,m is a unit
vector in the direction of the magnetization and A is the
cross-sectional area. The theory only takes spin-orbit
coupling (SOC) into account implicitly via the spin-flip
diffusion length lsf of the NM metal and the pumped spin
current is continuous across the FMjNM interface [5].
With SOC included, this boundary condition does not

hold. Spin-flip scattering at an interface is described by the
“spin memory loss” parameter δ defined so that the spin-flip
probability of a conduction electron crossing the interface is

1 − e−δ [14,15]. It alters the spin accumulation in the NM
metal and, in turn, the backflow into the FM material. To
take δ and the spin dependence of the interface resistance
into account, the FMjNM interface is represented by a
fictitious homogeneous ferromagnetic layer with a finite
thickness [15,16]. The spin current and spin-resolved
chemical potentials (as well as their difference μs, the spin
accumulation) are continuous at the boundaries of the
effective “interface” layer. We impose the boundary con-
dition that the spin current vanishes at NMjair or
NMjsubstrate interfaces. Then the spin accumulation in
the NMmetal can be expressed as a function of the net spin-
current Is flowing out of Py [23], which is the difference
between the pumped spin current Ipump

s and the backflow
Ibacks . The latter is determined by the spin accumulation in
the NMmetal close to the interface, Ibacks ½μsðIsÞ�. Following
the original treatment by Tserkovnyak et al. [5], Is is
determined by solving the equation Is ¼ Ipumps −
Ibacks ½μsðIsÞ� self-consistently. Finally, the total damping
of NMðlÞjPyðdÞjNMðlÞ can be described as

αðl; dÞ ¼ α0 þ
gμBℏ
e2Msd

Gmix
eff ¼ α0 þ

gμBℏ
e2Msd

×

�
1

Gmix þ
2ρlsfR�

ρlsfδ sinh δþ R� cosh δ tanhðl=lsfÞ
�
−1
: ð1Þ

Here, R� ¼ R=ð1 − γ2RÞ is an effective interface specific
resistance with R the total interface specific resistance
between Py and NM, and its spin polarization γR ¼ ðR↓ −
R↑Þ=ðR↓ þ R↑Þ is determined by the contributions R↑ and
R↓ from the two spin channels [16]. ρ is the resistivity of the
NM metal. All the quantities in Eq. (1) can be experimen-
tally measured [16] and calculated from first principles [24].
If spin-flip scattering at the interface is neglected, i.e.,
δ ¼ 0, Eq. (1) reduces to the original spin pumping
formalism [5]. Equation (1) is derived using the Valet-
Fert diffusion equation [25] that is still applicable when the
mean free path is comparable to the spin-flip diffusion
length [26].
Mixing conductance.—Assuming that SOC can be

neglected and that the interface scattering is spin conserv-
ing, the mixing conductance is defined as

Gmix ¼ e2

hA

X
m;n

ðδmn − r↑mnr
↓�
mnÞ; ð2Þ

in terms of rσmn, the probability amplitude for reflection of a
NM metal state n with spin σ into a NM state m with the
same spin. Using Eq. (2), we calculate Gmix for PyjPt and
PyjCu interfaces without SOC and indicate the correspond-
ing damping enhancement gμBℏGmix=ðe2MsAÞ on the
vertical axis in Fig. 2 with asterisks.
When SOC is included, Eq. (2) is no longer applicable.

We can nevertheless identify a spin-pumping interface
enhancement Gmix as follows. We artificially turn off the
backflow by connecting the FM metal to ballistic NM leads
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so that any spin current pumped through the interface
propagates away immediately and there is no spin accumu-
lation in the NM metal. The Gilbert damping αd calculated
without backflow (dashed lines) is linear in the Py thickness
d; the intercept Γ at d ¼ 0 represents an interface contri-
bution. As seen in Fig. 2 for Cu, Γ coincides with the orange
asterisk meaning that the interface damping enhancement for
a PyjCu interface is, within the accuracy of the calculation,
unchanged by including SOC because this is so small for Cu
and Py (Ni and Fe). By contrast, Γ, and thus Gmix ¼
e2MsAΓ=ðgμBℏÞ for the PyjPt interface is 25% larger with
SOC included, confirming the limited applicability of Eq. (2)
for interfaces involving heavy elements.
The data in Fig. 1 for NM ¼ Pt and Cu are replotted as

solid lines in Fig. 2 for comparison. Their linearity means
that we can extract an effective mixing conductance Gmix

eff
with backflow in the presence of 5 nm of diffusive NM
metal attached to Py. For PyjPt, Gmix

eff is only reduced
slightly compared to Gmix because there is very little
backflow. For PyjCu, the spin current pumped into Cu is
only about half that for PyjPt. However, the spin flipping in
Cu is so weak that spin accumulation in Cu leads to a
backflow that almost exactly cancels the pumped spin
current and Gmix

eff is vanishingly small for the PyjCu system
with thin, diffusive Cu.
The values ofGmix,Gmix, andGmix

eff calculated for all four
NM metals are listed in Table I. Because GmixðPdÞ and
GmixðPtÞ are comparable, Py pumps a similar spin current
into each of these NMmetals. The weaker spin flipping and
larger spin accumulation in Pd leads to a larger backflow
and smaller damping enhancement. The relatively low
damping enhancement in TajPyjTa results from a small
mixing conductance for the TajPy interface rather than
from a large backflow. In fact, Ta behaves as a good spin
sink due to its large SOC and the damping enhancement in

TajPyjTa cannot be significantly increased by suppressing
the backflow.
Thickness dependence of NM metal.—In the following

we focus on the PtjPyjPt system and examine the effect of
changing the NM metal thickness l on the damping
enhancement, a procedure frequently used to experimen-
tally determine the NM spin-flip diffusion length [27–31].
The total damping calculated for PtjPyjPt is plotted in

Fig. 3 as a function of the Pt thickness l for two thicknesses d
of Py. For both d ¼ 1 and d ¼ 2 nm, α saturates at l ¼
1–2 nm in agreement with experiment [17,28–31]. A fit of
the calculated data using Eq. (1) with δ≡ 0 requires just
three parameters, Gmix, ρ, and lsf . A separate calculation
gives ρ ¼ 10.4 μΩ cm at T ¼ 300 K in very good agree-
ment with the experimental bulk value of 10.8 μΩ cm [32].
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FIG. 2 (color online). Total damping calculated for PtjPyjPt and
CujPyjCu as a function of the Py thickness. The open symbols
correspond to the case without backflow while the full symbols
are the results shown in Fig. 1 where backflow was included. The
lines are linear fits to the symbols. The asterisks on the y axis are
the values of Gmix calculated without SOC using Eq. (2).

TABLE I. Different mixing conductances calculated for PyjNM
interfaces. Gmix is calculated using Eq. (2) without SOC. Gmix is
obtained from the intercept of the total damping αd calculated as
a function of the Py thickness d with SOC for ballistic NM leads.
The effective mixing conductance Gmix

eff is extracted from the
effective α in Fig. 1 in the presence of 5 nm of diffusive NMmetal
on either side of Py. Sharvin conductances are listed for
comparison. All values are given in units of 1015 Ω−1m−2.

NM GSh Gmix Gmix Gmix
eff

Cu 0.55 0.49 0.48 0.01
Pd 1.21 0.89 0.98 0.57
Ta 0.74 0.44 0.48 0.34
Pt 1.00 0.86 1.07 0.95
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FIG. 3 (color online). α as a function of the Pt thickness l
calculated for PtðlÞjPyðdÞjPtðlÞ. The dashed and solid lines are
the curves obtained by fitting without and with interface spin
memory loss, respectively. Inset: fractional spin conductances
G↑↑=G↑ and G↑↓=G↑ when a fully polarized up-spin current is
injected into bulk Pt at room temperature.Gσσ0 is (e2=h times) the
transmission probability of a spin σ from the left-hand lead into a
spin σ0 in the right-hand lead and G↑ ¼ G↑↑ þ G↑↓. The value of
the spin-flip diffusion length for a single spin channel obtained by
fitting is lσ ¼ 7.8� 0.3 nm.
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Using the calculated Gmix from Table I leaves just one
parameter free; from fitting, we obtain a value lsf ¼ 0.8 nm
for Pt (dashed lines) that is consistent with values between
0.5 and 1.4 nm determined from spin-pumping experiments
[28–31]. However, the dashed lines clearly do not reproduce
the calculated data very well and the fit value of lsf is much
shorter than that extracted from scattering calculations [11].
By injecting a fully spin-polarized current into diffusive Pt,
we find l↑ ¼ l↓ ¼ 7.8� 0.3 nm, as shown in the inset
to Fig. 3, and from [25,33], lsf ¼ ½ðl↑Þ−2 þ ðl↓Þ−2�−1=2 ¼
5.5� 0.2 nm. This value is confirmed by examining how
the current polarization in Pt is distributed locally [34].
If we allow for a finite value of δ and use the

independently determined Gmix, ρ and lsf , the data in
Fig. 3 (solid lines) can be fit with δ ¼ 3.7� 0.2 and
R�=δ ¼ 9.2� 1.7 fΩm2. The solid lines reproduce the
calculated data much better than when δ ¼ 0 underlining
the importance of including interface spin-flip scattering
[17,35]. The large value of δ we find is consistent with a
low spin accumulation in Pt and the corresponding very
weak backflow at the PyjPt interface seen in Fig. 2.
Conductivity dependence.—Many experiments deter-

mining the spin-flip diffusion length of Pt have reported
Pt resistivities that range from 4.2–12 μΩ cm at low
temperature [35–38] and 15–73 μΩ cm at room temper-
ature [17,39–41]. The large spread in resistivity can be
attributed to different amounts of structural disorder arising
during fabrication, the finite thickness of thin film samples,
etc. We can determine lsf and ρ≡ 1=σ from first principles
scattering theory [11,12] by varying the temperature in
the thermal distribution of Pt displacements in the range
100–500 K. The results are plotted (black solid circles) in
Fig. 4(a). lsf shows a linear dependence on the conductivity
suggesting that the Elliott-Yafet mechanism [42,43] domi-
nates the conduction electron spin relaxation. A linear least
squares fit yields ρlsf ¼ 0.61� 0.02 fΩm2 that agrees
very well with bulk data extracted from experiment that
are either not sensitive to interface spin flipping [37] or take
it into account [17,35,38]. For comparison, we plot values
of lsf extracted from the interface-enhanced damping
calculations assuming δ ¼ 0 (empty orange circles). The
resulting values of lsf are very small, between 0.5 and 2 nm,
to compensate for the neglect of δ.
Having determined lsfðσÞ, we can calculate the interface-

enhanced damping for PtjPyjPt for different values of σPt
and repeat the fitting of Fig. 3 using Eq. (1) [44]. The
parameters R�=δ and δ are plotted as a function of the Pt
conductivity in Fig. 4(b). The spin memory loss δ does not
show any significant variation about 3.7; i.e., it does not
appear to depend on temperature-induced disorder in Pt
indicating that it results mainly from scattering of the
conduction electrons at the abrupt potential change of the
interface. Unlike δ, the effective interface resistance R�
decreases with decreasing disorder in Pt and tends to
saturate for sufficiently ordered Pt. It suggests that although
lattice disorder at the interface does not dissipate spin

angular momentum, it still contributes to the relaxation of
the momentum of conduction electrons at the interface.
Conclusions.—We have calculated the Gilbert damping

for PyjNM-metal interfaces from first principles and
reproduced quantitatively the experimentally observed
damping enhancement. To interpret the numerical results,
we generalized the spin-pumping expression for the damp-
ing to allow for interface spin flipping, a mixing conduct-
ance modified by SOC, and spin dependent interface
resistances. The resulting Eq. (1) allows the two main
factors contributing to the interface-enhanced damping to
be separated: the mixing conductance that determines the
spin current pumped by a precessing magnetization and the
spin accumulation in the NMmetal that induces a backflow
of spin current into Py and lowers the efficiency of the spin
pumping. In particular, the latter is responsible for the low
damping enhancement for PyjCu while the weak enhance-
ment for PyjTa arises from the small mixing conductance.
We calculate how the spin-flip diffusion length, spin

memory loss and interface resistance depend on the
conductivity of Pt. It is shown to be essential to take
account of spin memory loss to extract reasonable spin-
flip diffusion lengths from interface damping. This has
important consequences for using spin-pumping-related
experiments to determine the Spin Hall angles that char-
acterize the Spin Hall Effect [17].
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